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Idea of a model for what is needed: Services, Infrastructure, Research products
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User typology:
- Single user
- Community researcher
- Private company researcher

Representation of a project

Thinking phase
- Idea of a model for what is needed: Services, Infrastructure, Research products

Scientific Research
- Publications, services used in other projects, data to be used in the research

Tools!!!
- Tools!!! That go along with that data

Ask the provider for the resources
- Can I use it please?

Exploitation
- YES
- Getting the job done

Access (AAI proxy)
I found this interesting thing(s) for my research project...

Research Data: (Dataset, 2021)
JUSTThink Dialogue and Actions Corpus

- Norman, Uku; Drinker, Tarek; Nast, Jauhenia; Bruno, Barbara; Clerel, Chiara; Dilberouag, Plume

Download from

EGI ANIMATION

Dataset: 2021
License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
Provider: ZENODO

Research Software: Software, 2022
JUSTThink Alignment Analysis

- Norman, Uku; Drinker, Tarek; Bruno, Barbara; Clerel, Chiara

Download from

ZENODO
Software: 2022
License: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
Provider: Dataset

EGI Notebook
EGI Notebook
Create interactive documents with live code, visualisations and text
Organization: EGI Foundation
Provider: CERNET

Access the resource

Zenodo
Zenodo
A catch-all repository
Organization: OpenARE

Access after Provider's OK

Data
Download

Software
Download

Service
Access after Provider's OK

Service
Access
Open access flavours in EOSC

- **Open for any (unauthenticated) user**
- **Open for any authenticated user**
- **Open for any authorised user**
Order Management and decision-making for User

Resource offers

Notebooks for researchers
- Run your own notebooks with persistent storage on EGI Cloud resources.

**TECHNICAL PARAMETERS**
- Amount of RAM: 1 - 4 GB
- Number of cores: 1 - 4
- Persistent storage: 1 - 20 GB

Choose an offer:

Notebooks for communities
- Community specific deployment to provide notebooks for all the users of a community. Allows further customisation to meet the community needs (e.g. shared storage).

**TECHNICAL PARAMETERS**
- Number of users: 1 - 100
- Cores per user: 1 - 4
- Storage per user: 1 - 100 GB
- RAM per user: 1 - 4 GB

Choose an offer:

Bundles

You can order this resource in a bundle, with resources connected by scientific domain or type of research. The bundle is configured to make your research easier and done more efficiently.

**EGI Notebook + B2DROP**

This offer bundle consists of EGI Notebook for researchers and B2DROP for researchers.

Read technical parameters →

Choose a bundle:

Offers: provider-specific info helpful in user’s decision-making
Order Management and decision-making for Provider

MP research projects: user-specific info helpful in provider’s decision-making (capacity management)

In case of the bundles (and other integrated services) orders are dispatched automatically to the providers
Common agreement leads to execution

Fun fact: now providers don’t have knowledge about other resources added in the scope of one project (except for the bundles). Should they?
Common agreement leads to execution (and new research outputs)
Thank you for your attention!

Roksana Wilk r.wilk@cyfronet.pl